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Citizen scientists to help monitor marine pollution
Fishers and surfers will become citizen scientists
in a major new science project to monitor the impact of sewage on Australia‘s marine biodiversity
and ecosystems.

―Since achieving our crucial
goal of the upgrade of the
Eastern TreatTogether with researchers, recreational water usment Plant that
ers will contribute to a National Outfall Database,
discharged at
to be developed in consultation with the states
Gunnamatta,
and the Northern Territory.
Clean Ocean
Information on Australia‘s (estimated) 144 sewer- Foundation has
age outfalls requires consolidation and validation been steadto provide a clear understanding of their potential fastly focussing
impacts for governments and coastal communion addressing
ties. The National Outfall Database will collect this outfalls from a
information and provide a single access point for
national apdecision makers, water authorities and local com- proach, because our oceans know no borders,‖ he
munities.
said.
Funded with $400,000 from the Australian Government, water users will collect samples to supplement monitoring of outfall flows and gauge
pollutant concentrations.

―Clean Ocean Foundation is thrilled that the value
of a National Outfall Database (NOD) has been
recognised by the Federal Government and honoured to be asked to deliver the NOD. It is a very
The research will form the basis of a national col- important step in the cleaning up of Australia‘s
laboration between communities, scientists, water coastline.‖
authorities and government agencies with the aim The Marine Biodiversity Hub, funded with $23.88
of working together to reduce the pollution load
million from the National Environmental Science
on our marine environment.
Programme, is conducting research in Australia‘s
The project will be led by the Clean Ocean Foundation as part of research by the Marine Biodiversity Hub under the National Environmental Science Programme (NESP).

temperate marine waters to help manage and
protect our coastal and marine environments.

Clean Ocean Foundation‘s John Gemmill welcomed the recent announcement.

The National Environmental Science Programme
focuses on collaborative, practical and applied research that informs on-ground action.

The hub‘s research will inform measures to protect coastal and marine species and ecosystems.
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Bass Coast Environment Groups Annual Get-Together
It was a lovely sunny afternoon when about 30 people
from a dozen local Environment groups met at Corinella
on Saturday 26 September. Dave Sutton, Leo Lubransky and I represented SGCS. BCSC provided $500
for the event, and the refreshments were great!

Preserve Westernport: Much of Westernport coast is
threatened by coastal inundation; proposed Port of
Hastings would greatly exacerbate this – South Gippsland Hwy would be cut off and much of Bass-Tooradin
area inundated; proposed Port would service 8 huge
ships per day, with regular dredging required. Report
being prepared by this group will be out soon.

After viewing the various groups‘ displays, we were led
on a walk along the Corinella foreshore to view successful replanting of mangroves, and a magnificent new Groundswell Bass Coast: Established in 2011 with varistaircase down to the beach.
ous info sessions, then a hiatus but successful rejuvenation event in 2015, auspiced by SGCS; attended antiAfter afternoon tea a speaker from each group gave a
fracking protest in Melbourne on 20 Sept, with more
five-minute presentation on their group‘s aims and acactivities planned for 27-29 November before the Paris
tivities; most presentations included slideshows.
Climate talks. Event at Wonthaggi Town hall on 19 Feb
Dave‘s presentation for SGCS was by far the most pro2016.
fessional, including both text summarising our aims and
activities, and photos of recent planting and educational Grantville Foreshore Committee: Concerned about
excursions. He could have spoken for much longer if
coastal erosion problems; hoping for a forum with other
given the opportunity! (Don’t we know it! - Ed.)
groups involved with erosion.
Some highlights from the other groups were:-

Phillip Island Conservation Society: 110 members; auspice 4 groups; PI Come for a Walk book being revised;
Rhyll Coast Action: working with Rhyll Yacht Club to
have stickers and brochures; concerned about proposed
rehabilitate and revegetate the foreshore around the
caravan park near Scenic reserve; 3 General Meetings
yacht club.
this year with speakers on Seals, Renewable Energy,
Scenic Estate Reserve: New reserve on a former dairy and Parks Vic; Facebook page with 580 likes; quarterly
farm on Phillip Island which was intended for housing
newsletter hard copy and online; current issue with
subdivision but found to be too low-lying to be built on. Racetrack noise almost daily.
Council has gradually bought back the land, and (with
Corinella Foreshore Committee: Their Plan has been
the help of $300,000 federal government funding) has
submitted for Coastal Awards for Excellence.
replanted some areas and installed sculptures, paths, a
boardwalk and wetlands. There are very few weeds
reappearing in the native vegetation regrowth.
Energy Innovation Cooperative: Established in 2009,
it‘s a Community Energy project – to develop a renewable energy source owned by the community. Members invest in a renewable energy project (solar/wind/
biomass), sell the energy to a community agency/local
council etc, and payment goes back to the community .
For example, Lismore NSW Council has a solar project.
The VIC gov‘t released its ‗Renewable Energy Roadmap‘
in August. Info - <maddy.harford@gmail.com>
Andersons Inlet Landcare: Very successful plantings in
2014, for private landholders.

Participants inspect the Corinella foreshore at the Bass
Coast Environment Groups Annual Get-Together

Birdlife Bass Coast: Two excursions a month; newsletter (printed in office of local MLA Brian Paynter); Backyard Aussie Bird Count 19-25 October is a chance for
everyone to get involved spending 20 minutes a day
over a week observing their local birds.

Councillor Neil Rankine then invited comments/
concerns and suggestions for Bass Coast Council.
These included: Phillip Island Racetrack noise; indiscriminate roadside lawn-mowing; need for roadside
management plans (Neil suggests groups apply for
Community Grant to work with Council staff on roadside plants etc); cat curfew (Council intends to start a
domestic cat policy in 2016); foreshore encroachment
by private landowners; coastal inundation. Neil encouraged people to write to Council with their concerns.

Cape Woolamai Coast Action: Grant from Council to
employ contractor for woody weed removal, then 2500
tube stock planted this year with assistance from Newhaven College Year 9 students, Scouts, surfers and the
public. Plan more planting in 2016 on land resumed
from Cleeland Estate.

Alison Brewster
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Be Part of the World’s Biggest Climate March!
At the end of November, world leaders are gathering in
Paris for the United Nations climate summit. To coincide with this, rallies will take place in hundreds of locations around the world to inform our leaders that they
are out of step with their communities, and to demand
urgent, strong and effective measures be taken IMMEDIATELY to address climate change.
In Melbourne the People‘s Climate March will take place
from 5.30pm on Friday 27 November from the State
Library. Community organisations are being invited to
endorse the rally and become partners in this event.
Endorsing the march means the organisation will have
its logo displayed alongside hundreds, maybe thousands of others on the peoplesclimate.org.au website. This will send a further message that action on
climate change is a whole of community demand, and
that a brighter and fairer future for all is otherwise unachievable.
If you would like more information about being involved
in the march or local action, or about how you can support organisations you are involved with to become involved, contact me veninga@dcsi.net.au
An email will be circulated to members next week with
suggestions for where we could meet up to march together and what banners etc we might take along to
maximise the March‘s effect.
Aileen Vening

Surface Area Doesn’t Equal Volume
Thwaites Glacier in West Antarctica. This image illustrates a number of things in relation to climate change:



The thin veneer of floating ice is the result of
melting glaciers. Fresh water does not immediately mix with salty water but floats on top and
freezes at a higher temperature. Aerial photos
showing the area covered by ice in Antarctica

does not indicate a greater overall volume of ice,
but the expansion of a fresh water veneer.



The tongue of this and many glaciers are not
grounded on rock, but are floating on the sea.
Bedrock is further inland and may be below sea
level. Warming ocean currents are sweeping in
underneath these glaciers and melting them from
below. Scientists are still determining
the ground profile of many areas of Antarctica covered in ice and snow.



Light and dark surfaces reflect or
absorb different amounts of solar radiation. White surfaces reflect 85% of incoming radiation and absorb 15%. Dark
ocean or rocks reflect just 7% and absorb 93%. So the more melting of ice &
snow, the more absorption of solar radiation, the more melting… a cycle of
absorption and melting is established.
contributed by Mike Cleeland
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Ocean Acidification the forgotten piece of the carbon puzzle
Climate change is not just about global warming and
sea level rise. Our oceans and the biodiversity in them
are under threat with severe impacts already occurring
as a result of acidification. The article below, republished courtesy of “The Conversation”, highlights the
need for urgent action on reducing our CO2 and move
towards a zero emissions world. I urge everyone to
send a clear message to our own Government and
other world leaders meeting in Paris for the UN Climate
Talks by attending the People's Climate March, Melbourne, Friday November 27. To register go to: http://
www.peoplesclimate.org.au/melbourne

In addition, several geoengineering schemes have been
proposed to reduce the impacts of a warming climate.
Yet such schemes often do nothing to address emissions, and may even exacerbate carbon absorption in
the oceans.
Reducing CO₂ — the only long-term solution
The most important step in addressing both climate
change and ocean acidification, and ultimately the only
way to avoid the most serious impacts of both, is the
reduction of carbon dioxide emissions.

Long-term policy targets designed to guide emission
Dave Sutton reductions to a level that would avoid unacceptable
consequences should consider both ocean acidification
Ocean acidification – the rise in ocean acidity due to
and climate change. Interestingly, it is in doing this
the increased absorption of carbon dioxide (CO₂) – is
that we see the solutions to these two global issues
often thought of as consequence of climate change.
converge.
However, it is actually a separate, albeit very closelyCountries have largely agreed that there is a desire to
related problem.
limit global temperature increases to no more than 2℃
Ocean acidification is often referred to as ―the other
above pre-industrial temperatures. This is a desire that
CO₂ problem‖ because, like climate change, it is prirequires us to drastically reduce our carbon dioxide
marily a result of the increased emissions of this gas.
emissions. Indeed, the Intergovernmental Panel on
Despite their common driver, though, the processes
Climate Change (IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report found
and impacts of ocean acidification and climate change
that for a 66% chance of remaining below 2℃ we can
are distinct. It should not be assumed that policies inemit less than 1,010 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide,
tended to deal with the climate will simultaneously
or about one-third of our carbon budget.
benefit the oceans.
In fact, such a target is in line with the most ambitious
The current emphasis of global climate policies on a
atmospheric carbon concentration scenario (called
warming target is a case in point.
RCP2.6) used by the IPCC to model climate impacts.
A narrow focus on temperature stabilisation, for examA recent study in the journal Science conducted by J.P.
ple, opens the door for policy interventions that prioriGattuso and colleagues modelled this same IPCC scetise the reduction of greenhouse gases other than carnario and found that exceeding it would have widebon dioxide. This is because non-CO₂ greenhouse gases
ranging consequences for marine life, marine ecosys— like methane and nitrous oxide, which can arise from
tems, and the goods and services they supply to huagricultural and industrial processes — typically have a
manity. However, as with climate change, many of the
higher global warming potential and might even be less
worst impacts of rising acidity could be avoided by folcostly than CO₂ to reduce.
lowing or remaining below this trajectory.
The most critical feature of this scenario with regards
to ocean acidification is a reduction of carbon dioxide to
net zero emissions by no later than 2070.
But, as Gattuso‘s team importantly note, even achieving zero emissions within this timeframe would not prevent substantial ocean acidification. Coral reefs and
shellfish populations will remain especially vulnerable.
This is true for climate change impacts as well. And it is
the reason that many, particularly those living in developing and low-lying island states, wish to see the longterm goal for global temperature rise reduced to 1.5℃.
Coral reefs are vulnerable to both rising temperatures and
acidifying oceans.
Image:-www.shutterstock.com

In effect, this means that reducing net carbon dioxide
emissions to zero must happen even sooner than 2070.
Ocean acidification, therefore, provides the impetus for
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additional urgency in agreeing to stringent timeframes
for reducing CO₂ emissions.

of ecosystems, it is crucial that world leaders set sharp
emission reductions square in their sights.

Promisingly, up for negotiation in Paris is language that
could see parties agreeing to net zero emissions. This
We are fast approaching the next round of climate talks
would indeed be a very welcome, and ultimately neceson the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change in
sary, development
Paris. If we are to see any meaningful global climate
pact emerge, ocean acidification must sit firmly along- The original article can be found at: https://
theconversation.com/ocean-acidification-the-forgottenside climate change on the negotiation table.
piece-of-the-carbon-puzzle-50247
Given the double threat that ocean acidification and
Ellycia Harrould-Kolieb
climate change poses to some of the most vital goods
and services underpinning human welfare, including
PhD Candidate, School of Geography & Australian-German Clifood security, economic development, and the viability
mate and Energy College, University of Melbourne
Net zero emissions on the table at Paris?

BEC Shop News
This year we will again be opening every day from the
beginning of December with slightly changed hours:
mornings-10am-1.30pm and afternoons 1.30pm until
5pm. Opening for the extra days was very successful
last year so the Shop Committee has decided to do the
same again this year.
Unfortunately some of our Shop Volunteers have had to
withdraw this year so on behalf of the Shop Committee
I would like to thank them most sincerely for their assistance and generosity with their time: we hope that
they may be able to join us again in the future.
On that note, if any SGCS members are interested in
helping out in the Shop they would be most welcome.
If you would like more information please do not hesitate to contact me on info@sgcs.org.au .
Beautiful Buttonworks timber products, include place mats
and a variety of children’s puzzles featuring native animals
and marine life

I would like to be able to hand over the Shop Manager‘s
role to someone else by July next year so again, if any
members are interested in this position please contact
me on the same email address.

reference books and gift items. Our stock includes
works by local artists as well as a range of Australianmade goods.

If you are looking to top up your Christmas shopping
with something a bit different, please make sure you
visit the Bunurong Environment Centre shop. We have
a range of children‘s toys and books as well as many

Our ‗Book Sale‘, which will run throughout the holiday
period, offers some real bargains so please make sure
you visit us and take advantage of this opportunity to
pick up a good buy.
On behalf of the Shop Committee I would like to wish
everyone a happy
and safe Christmas.
Pauline Taylor,
BEC Shop
Manager
(text and photos)

The new range of giftware includes this
ammonite pendant

A range of Australian-made Bell Art products is available at
the BEC Shop
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A Birdo’s Notes from Southern Thailand
Instead of expecting our daughter Bec to come home
for her mother‘s 60th birthday we thought it might be
more expedient to visit her in southern Thailand! She
agreed and so our recent trip was arranged.

A real treat in many places was the Indian Roller
(related to our Dollarbird) which looks fairly drab as it
sits patiently on an exposed branch. But when it flies…
wow!

I vowed to be better prepared this time than for the Sulawesi trip so bought a copy of “Birds of Thailand” and
soon found it would be much harder work – well over
1000 bird species occour in Thailand! Things didn’t improve much when the guy who runs thaibirding.com responded to my email with “It's a pretty horrible time for
birding in Thailand…” Damn! – could we transfer
Sharon’s birthday to a better time of year?

My second best bird find was my first-ever woodpecker
the Common Flameback. The pair were lounging on a
somewhat-angled coconut palm trunk with their blackand-white striped bellies and heads, olive backs and
flame-red rumps. Add a fiery crown and crest to the
male and the classic woodpecker picture is complete!
The best
(right) was
over a week
into our stay
and my list
had struggled
to 45 species
– if I couldn‘t
find that
many in Aus
in one day I
just wouldn‘t
be trying!
We‘d returned
to Bangsawan
The Coppersmith Barbet with its enchanting
and I‘d mancolour scheme
aged to identify the rather non-descript Ashy Tailorbird and Darksided Flycatcher in the grounds of our resort (the word
is used rather loosely in Thailand!) when I decided to
go for a walk past the school where Bec had been
teaching nearly 800 not-always-receptive Thai teenagers.

First avian impressions in the town of Bangsawan,
where Bec had been teaching English, just made things
worse: the two dominant species were very familiar –
Common Myna and Spotted Dove. Next in line of the
town birds were Pacific Swallow and Eurasian Tree
Sparrow – very similar to our familiar species.
At this time of year (end of the wet season) in southern
Thailand there are no ducks or seabirds around and the
relatively few garden and jungle birds are mostly small,
quiet and fast
Of course the more difficult things are the greater the
reward for success so, after a few reasonably ordinary
new birds around town, it was with great satisfaction
that I saw my first-ever bittern in some reeds behind
the our breakfast café . The Yellow Bittern has been
seen in Australia just once – in 1967 after a cyclone.
So the bird list struggled on amidst enjoying the wonderful hospitality of the generous Thai people and the
beaches, perhaps better than ours with warm water
and no seagulls! The names of some of those I identified are wonderfully evocative, such as the Greater
Racket-tailed Drongo, the Scarlet-backed Flowerpecker, the Green-billed Malkoha, and the Blue-tailed
and Chestnut-headed Bee-eaters.

And there it was! Just a little bird (17cm long according
to my book later) but the colours were just amazing,
and it sat there while I just drank it in, jotting a description of the bold patterning and hues for identification later. I had an idea it was a barbet and somewhere near the front of my (by now) well-thumbed field
guide but that was it. Barbets don‘t occur in Aus but
there are 15 different species in Thailand up to 33cm in
length and many every bit as pretty as this little guy.
They‘re fruit-eaters which nest in tree hollows they excavate with their large bills.
Now I don‘t take photos of birds (too much expense,
weight and time) but it seems that nearly everyone
else does! There are hundreds of pictures of Coppersmith Barbets on the internet, each of them better than
I could have taken so here‘s one of the best. The name
comes from the male territorial call of ―one hundred or
more quickly repeated tonk notes‖ (which I didn‘t hear
as they‘re not calling this time of year) which are reminiscent of the sound of a coppersmith‘s hammering.

The spectacular wings and tail of the Indian Roller
Picture:- Flickr photo sharing
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Another downer for a birdo is that the Thais, especially
southerners apparently, have a great fondness for
keeping cage-birds. The bird of choice is the Redwhiskered Bulbul. So many have been caught that it‘s
now rare in the wild. I also saw numerous other species in cages which were clearly wild-caught birds.

door doesn‘t
seem to be a
concern to
anyone.

When it comes
to recycling
Conservation?
private enterHornbills are the iconic birds of Thailand but unfortuprise seems to
nately the closest I got to one was in the Kuala Lumpur
be doing a reaBird Park on the way home. I‘d read recently that the
sonable job.
growing Chinese luxuries market had recently discovWe visited the
ered that hornbill bills make a great substitute for
yard of a friend
ivory. Hence the price of ―red ivory‖ is now three times
of Bec‘s who
that of the white variety and causing devastation to
set up a recyhornbill numbers across SE Asia.
cling business
for Bangsawan
When I put this to a conservationist I met on Ko Phana few years
gan he assured me that it wasn‘t a problem in Thailand
ago. He‘s obas the extensive National Park system ensured their
viously doing
This tiny, cryptic guy could have been
conservation. Unfortunately the experiences I had of
OK with a state
called the Grass-striped Gravel Frog!
NPs didn‘t engender such confidence: money spent
-of-the-art raconly where the tourist dollar is assured – sound familPicture:- Sharon Hirst
ing pushbike
iar?
and four 1500cc BMW motorbikes in the shed! He pays
Krung Ching is a magnificent waterfall in a pristine jun- (presumably minimally) for people to bring in sorted
gle NP but takes a 3.7km, leach-infested walk to get
recyclables which are then crushed and baled and
there. This is clearly not for today‘s average tourist
trucked off to Bangkok. It was intriguing that beer botand the track, bridges, handrails and viewing platform
tles would fetch a premium (and presumably be reare now decaying and dangerous. The $8 they still
filled) if returned in their original boxes and there were
charge ―ferang‖ to enter clearly isn‘t spent on maintestacks of testament to this.
nance! On a brighter note, apparently the jungle only
While the birding may have been hard it was very restill exists because the loggers were too scared of the
warding. The friendly, easy-going people just seem to
communist guerrillas holed up there in the 1970s.
get on with things and there don‘t seem to be too many
rules – or not that anyone cares about anyway. I could
We saw no snakes but there was other wildlife in evidence. Small striped and grey squirrels were almost as live there even if the humidity is a bit high!
Frank Hirst
common as the ubiquitous geckos, while monkey
troupes (especially the Long-tailed Macaque) were often heard and seen in the jungle. The Krung Ching trail
yielded fresh droppings from a (presumably wild) elephant - that was a bit of a highlight! - and evidence of
deer and wild pigs. We also saw various interesting
frogs and insects.
Recycling
The relatively recent proliferation of
non-biodegradable
packaging is a challenge for any society and Thailand is
no exception.
Whilst the Thais
seem to be very
clean and tidy (we
had no hesitation in
eating street food)
the rubbish that‘s
Not much doubt as to who left that on
more than a few
the jungle path to Krung Ching Falls!
metres from your

Wud farewells his bales of crushed plastic bottles off to
Bangkok as Bec watches on
Picture:- Sharon Hirst

Picture:- Mr Wat
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Fostering Biodiversity in a Production Forestry Estate
As promised in May - just one issue later. - Ed.
Richard Appleton is the Stewardship Forester with HVP
Plantations and spoke to the Gippsland Agroforestry
Network forum at Boolarra in May. Here‘s a summary
of his presentation.
HVP‘s plantations consist of pine and eucalypt and
vary from isolated stands surrounded by farmland, to
stands embedded in large areas of biodiverse native
forest.
Regardless of the situation, there are things that can
be done to promote the biodiversity values of these
plantations. These can be categorized as follows:
1.Identify the nature and distribution of local
biodiversity assets (flora, fauna and vegetation
communities), so you know what you are trying
to promote.

Controlling weeds (especially blackberries) and retaining any native shrubs, herbs and grasses, along with
fallen logs are all important.
Another example was removal of blackberries and supplementary planting of Strzeleckis Warm Temperate
Rainforest canopy species bordering HVP‘s plantations
along Macks Creek.

Identifying these assets has given work to a lot of consultants. For example koalas are very important here:
look after them and you look after many other good
things too. Even pine plantations are used a lot by
koalas.

CASE STUDY 1:

2.Foster ways to extend or enhance these assets
through plantation design and management.

Cores and Links regeneration shows what occurs in the
Strzeleckis when eucalypt plantation containing native
Any plantation should be part of a whole-property plan under-storey is harvested. The Agreement encourages
that includes some areas within or around the planta- leaving the site untouched to regenerate naturally
unless tree cover is below minimum standards. The
tion that are to be permanently retained for biodiverresult is often absence or patchy presence of eucalypts
sity values and to act as refuges or corridors when
(picture below) which does require intervention to
plantations are harvested. Riparian zones are always
achieve these standards.
a good option, because retained vegetation along
creeks also protects water quality and aquatic species.
He used the example of the Darlimurla Biolinks where:



Corridors min. 40m wide were established along
gullies previously dominated by pines, blackberries and willows:



Known flora/fauna priorities considered when
plans prepared (2009).



Willows and blackberries removed in 2 passes.



Koala native habitat remnants and Grieve Nature Reserve connected.



Endemic koala species (E. viminalis) planted.



2,000 local prov. E. strzeleckii planted to supple- Given that the original plantations were established 40
ment existing stands.
years ago using insensitive forestry methods of the
day and are now considered worthy of preserving as a
Another example shown was the retained E. regnans
biodiversity reserve, the take-home message is that a
plantation along a creek, with productive plantation
sensitive forestry regime, including some use of herbiareas both sides. (Note in the following picture the
cides, is a good thing! It is also essential for financial
under-storey species that have returned to this forsuccess. Providing a healthy tree canopy is the first
merly cleared site and are now preserved along the
gully.)
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and most fundamental requirement for both a
biodiverse and a
productive forest.

next harvest and the cycle repeats. Far from being a
biological desert, this plantation is an important biodiversity reserve.
3.Consider how these assets will be maintained
and impacts minimized when it’s time to harvest!

CASE STUDY 2:

By far the most beneficial option is to have your preserved areas well protected, including riparian zones
which provide wildlife refuge and escape routes for
fauna.

Many threatened
and hard-to-find
species like Astrotricha parvifolia
(pictured right)
are thriving in
pine plantations at
Longford, while
they have virtually disappeared
from State Forest.
There is a bounty
here for Seed collectors who visit the sites between
crop rotations.

In large plantations, stagger harvesting and regeneration over as many years as possible and replant harvested areas quickly.
Take care not to damage old trees within the harvest
area.
Harvest as sensitively as possible, to retain at least
some of any native under-storey (‗in-growth‘) present.
Active management may be possible (and even necessary) for some key species, eg. koalas.
Undertake monitoring before and after (if possible) to
determine what works best in your situation and learn
from your findings.

The 30-35 year harvesting cycle mimics a fire event.
Soil cultivation also encourages short lived species to
germinate and set seed before the new crop occupies
the site. This seed then lays dormant in soil until the

Frank Hirst

Inverloch Visitor
We first enjoyed Inverloch about 35 years ago. At that time it
was a small, peaceful village. From time to time we saw koalas
in our street, Lohr Avenue. The occasional echidna was seen
near the beach track.
We acquired our present beach house in Lohr Avenue nine years
ago and soon converted the back garden to a natural area of
indigenous plants. Lots of ants moved in. On recent visits we
noticed digging marks in the garden and were delighted one day
to discover who was responsible - this echidna. We watched it
ambling slowly around the garden but on reaching an ants' nest,
digging into it and scooping up ants quite vigorously.
We won't be putting Ant Rid down any more in the hope that
our echidna will return often!
The koalas have gone but it is rewarding to see that some wild creatures still survive in Inverloch despite the
destruction of natural areas due to the development which has taken place over recent years.
Meredith Schaap

Do You Have a Spare Telescope, Hammer or Cold Chisel?
With the continuing expansion of the Education program we are hoping to obtain more equipment to use
during activities.

ing it available for loan or at cost.

Hammers and cold chisels have also been in demand as
the Dinosaurs activity has progressed to having particiAstronomy nights have been popular with good viewing pants break leftover rock instead of just searching for
of the Moon, Jupiter and Saturn. But with only one
surface exposure of fossil bones. If anyone is cleaning
dedicated telescope it has been difficult to manage
out the shed and turns up a mash hammer, engineers
large groups. So if you have an old telescope that
hammer or cold chisel, please feel free to add it to our
maybe doesn't get the use it once did, then perhaps
stock.
you would consider donating it to SGCS, or even makMike Cleeland
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Why do we tax goods and services at the same
rate, when goods are so much less sustainable?
There has been much talk recently on raising the goods
and services tax but none of the discussion includes
likely impacts on our environment. The article below,
courtesy of “The Conversation”, highlights our appalling
addiction to consumption and the “take-make-waste
economy, premised on an imagined infinite supply of
resources‖. It then makes the case for splitting the
GST with a higher tax on the ―the negative impacts of
owning single-use goods‖ and would help ―encourage
Australians to embrace the de-materialised functional
economy‖.

What‘s more, China‘s recent move to limit the recyclable materials it accepts shows that financial incentives
are not a powerful measure in keeping recyclables out
of landfill anyway.

Globally we are currently using 160% of our natural
capital. Worth thinking about!!
Dave Sutton (Yellow highlights in text by me)
The overflowing rubbish tips of Lagos, the Pacific Ocean
garbage patch, and the huge electronic graveyard of
Guiyu, China might seem irrelevant to Australia‘s current debate over reforming the Goods and Services Tax. Yet all three of these far-flung places are
testament to the world‘s incessant habit of buying stuff
and then later throwing it away – and Australian consumers are just as culpable as any.
It is not hard to see why the world is awash with trash.
In the United States, for instance, 80% of all goods are
non-reusable, and more than 90% become waste
within six weeks. Australians, meanwhile, currently produce the second most waste per person in the world.
The take-make-waste economy, premised on an imagined infinite supply of resources, has flooded the
world‘s shopping shelves with cheap, mass-produced
products, designed for only a short life cycle and destined to end up as landfill or litter.

Rubbish trucks lined up at a tip in Lagos.
Akintunde Akinleye/Reuters

Combine that with the growing volatility and scarcity of
resources used to manufacture goods, and it is clear
that we need a less materialistic and less wasteful way
of consuming. How can we encourage this? One way
is to tax material goods at a higher rate than services.
Tangible change
In most countries, economic growth is closely linked to
growth in waste generation. But recent moves by the
European Union have shown how the two can potentially be decoupled by investing heavily in a service
economy rather than one based on the consumption of
tangible goods.
In Australia, taxable goods and services are currently
grouped together under the same broad-based 10%
sales tax. But with the future of the Goods and Services Tax now under debate, there is an opportunity (as
pointed out by accounting firm KPMG in a submission to
Treasury) to acknowledge that not all consumption is
equal.

One response to this problem has been to promote recycling, but this fails to address the issue of household
consumption itself. It has also given rise to
an international waste trade that lets affluent countries
ship their recyclable waste to Asia, Africa and South
Goods-based businesses are focused on selling tangible
America, where it‘s difficult to track what happens to it.
items, whereas service-based ones rely mostly on selling a good‘s function. The bed in a hotel room, the
landscaper‘s lawnmower, and increasingly the cars of
Uber drivers and other assets involved in the sharing
economy. The life cycles of these goods go beyond a
one-off transaction by a single consumer, creating a
recurring income to the service provider along the way.
They are examples of how to drive economic growth
without driving up the consumption and output of raw
materials.

Guiyu, China: where electronic goods go to die.
EPA/Michael Reynolds/AAP

Australia‘s economy is already largely service-based –
82% of all business incomes are for services rather
than goods. This is fairly typical of developed economies, which have distanced themselves from the manufacturing competitiveness of China.
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At the same time, though, these developed economies
also have the highest overall goods consumption,
and international free trade agreements are likely to
expand the flood of cheap imported goods to Australia.

a washer outright. The decline in car purchases by the
Millennials and the rise of Uber and other digitally
driven sharing models also show this shift in motion.

Splitting the GST into a goods tax and a services tax
would allow more flexibility to increase the tax rate for
non-necessity, single-use goods. The extra revenue
A revamped GST should seek to nurture our future sercould still be distributed to the states (as the current
vice industries, while reflecting the environmental and
GST is), and from there to regional and local governsocial burdens of consuming disposable (mostly imments that deal with waste management, encouraging
ported) goods – not to mention the economic burden of
investment in new state-of-the-art resource-recovery
running waste management services. Lumping goods
facilities.
and services together and taxing them at the same rate
does not do this.
The industrial revolution relied on a strong partnership
between industry and government, with many manuWe are already comfortable with the idea of imposing
facturing and production achievements made possible
higher taxes on items that are deemed to be harmful.
by government subsidies, support and infrastructure.
Taxes on alcohol, cigarettes and luxury cars have all
The service revolution will require the same public polbeen successful in indicating to consumers the external
icy support.
costs to society of these consumption choices.
Yes, let‘s reform the GST, but let the reform be guided
Sending a similar signal about the negative impacts of
by a vision of a sustainable Australia.
owning single-use goods will encourage Australians to
embrace the de-materialised functional economy. ExAngie Silva :Teaching Academic and PhD Candidate:
amples of similar incentives include the Swedish-based Resource Management Transitions , Curtin University
white goods manufacturer Electrolux, which offers
Talia Raphaely: Lecturer, Curtin University Sustaina ―pay per wash‖ scheme instead of consumers buying
ability Policy Institute, Curtin University
Making taxes count

Screw Creek Planting Days
Despite record low rainfall the last 3 months have
seen us plant 3800 tree and shrub seedlings into
the Screw Reserve at Inverloch. The plants,
thanks to a Coastcare grant and a generous contribution by the Inverloch Rotary Club will improve
the overall extent and resilience of this important
reserve.
Planting was over 4 separate days in September, October and November. Thanks to all our
members who brought lots of energy and to
the many new, energetic people, who helped
plant over 4 planting mornings. Special
thanks to those on the Projects Committee
whose invaluable expertise, assistance and
organising skills behind the scenes and on the

days made the planting an outstanding success. All we need
now is some regular rain!
Dave Sutton

Thanks to the
Shop Volunteers
The Shop volunteers who attended the
recently held annual thankyou morning tea. Not in the picture? Contact
Pauline by email on info@sgcs.org.au
She always wants more hands for this
enjoyable and necessary job.
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I/We
Of
Email address (please print clearly)
Wish to renew my/our membership
Wish to apply for membership
Wish to make a donation
New members to be nominated and seconded by a member of the S.G.C.S.
Membership Subscription



Send cheque or money order to:
S.G.C.S. Membership Officer
P O Box 60, Inverloch 3996

Family

$27.00

Single

$20.00



Pay with cash or EFTPOS at the BEC,

Concession - single

$15.00



Or pay on-line (current members) to:BSB 633-000 A/c No141390898 (Note your name).
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